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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of extracting a selective connector for a given
set of query vertices Q ⊆ V in a graph G = (V ,E). A selective
connector is a subgraph of G which exhibits some cohesiveness
property, and contains the query vertices but does not necessarily
connect them all. Relaxing the connectedness requirement allows
the connector to detect multiple communities and to be tolerant to
outliers. We achieve this by introducing the new measure of network
ineciency and by instantiating our search for a selective connector
as the problem of nding the minimum ineciency subgraph.
We show that the minimum ineciency subgraph problem is NP-
hard, and devise ecient algorithms to approximate it. By means
of several case studies in a variety of application domains (such
as human brain, cancer, and food networks), we show that our
minimum ineciency subgraph produces high-quality solutions,
exhibiting all the desired behaviors of a selective connector.
1 INTRODUCTION
Finding subgraphs connecting a given set of vertices of interest is
a fundamental graph mining primitive which has received a great
deal of aention. e extracted substructures provide insights on
the relationships that exist among the given set of vertices. For
instance, given a set of proteins in a protein-protein interaction
(PPI) network, one might nd other proteins that participate in
pathways with them. Given a set of users in a social network that
clicked an ad, to which other users (by the principle of “homophily”)
should the same ad be shown. Several problems of this type have
been studied under dierent names, e.g., community search [5, 9, 28],
seed set expansion [4, 16], connectivity subgraphs [2, 10, 26, 32], just
to mention a few. While optimizing for dierent objective functions,
the bulk of this literature (briey surveyed in Section 2) shares a
common aspect: the solution must be a connected subgraph of the
input graph containing the set of query vertices.
e requirement of connectedness is a strongly restrictive one.
Consider, for example, a biologist inspecting a set of proteins that
she suspects could be cooperating in some biomedical seing. It
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may very well be the case that one of the proteins is not related
to the others: in this case, forcing the sought subgraph to connect
them all might produce poor quality solutions, while at the same
time hiding an otherwise good solution. By relaxing the connected-
ness condition, the outlier protein can be kept disconnected, thus
returning a much beer solution to the biologist.
Another consequence of the connectedness requirement is that
by trying to connect possibly unrelated vertices, the resulting so-
lutions end up being very large. As highlighted in [26], the bulk
of the literature makes the (more or less implicit) assumption that
the query vertices belong to the same community. When such
an assumption on the query set is satised, these methods return
reasonably compact subgraphs. However, when the query vertices
belong to dierent modules of the input graph, these methods tend
to return too large a subgraph, oen so large as to be meaningless
and unusable in applications.
In this paper, we study the selective connector problem: given a
graph G = (V ,E) and a set of query vertices Q ⊆ V , nd a superset
S ⊇ Q of vertices such that its induced subgraph, denoted G[S],
has some good “cohesiveness” properties, but is not necessarily
connected. Abstractly, we would like our selective connector G[S]
to have the following desirable properties:
• Parsimonious vertex addition. Vertices should be added to
Q to form the solution S , if and only if they help form more
“cohesive” subgraphs by beer connecting the vertices in Q .
Roughly speaking, this ensures that the only vertices added are
those which serve to beer explain the connection between
the elements of Q (or a subset thereof).
• Outlier tolerance. IfQ contains vertices which are “far” from
the rest ofQ , those should remain disconnected in the solution
S and be considered as outliers. e necessity for this stems
from the fact that real-world query-sets are likely to contain
some vertices that are erroneously suspected of being related.
• Multi-community awareness. If the query vertices Q be-
long to two or more communities, then the connector should
be able to recognize this situation, detect the communities,
and refrain from imposing connectedness between them.
So far, cohesiveness has been discussed abstractly, without a formal
denition of a specic measure. A natural way to dene the cohe-
siveness of a subgraphG[S] is to consider the shortest-path distance
dG[S ](u,v) between every pair of vertices u,v ∈ S . Shortest paths
dene fundamental structural properties of networks, playing a key
role in basic mechanisms such as their evolution [18], the forma-
tion of communities [12], and the propagation of information; for
example, betweenness centrality [6] which is dened as the fraction
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of shortest paths that a vertex participates in, is a measure of the
extent to which an actor has control over information ow in the
network.
One issue with shortest-path distance is that, when the con-
nectedness requirement is dropped, pairs of vertices can be dis-
connected, thus yielding an innite distance. A simple yet elegant
workaround to this issue is to use the reciprocal of the shortest-path
distance [22]; this has the useful property of handling ∞ neatly
(assuming by convention that∞−1 = 0). is is the idea at the heart
of network eciency, a graph-theoretic notion that was introduced
by Latora and Marchiori [20] as a measure of how eciently a
network G = (V ,E) can exchange information:
E(G) = 1|V |(|V | − 1)
∑
u,v ∈V
u,v
1
dG (u,v) .
Unfortunately, dening the selective connector problem as nd-
ing the subgraphG[S]with S ⊇ Q that maximizes network eciency
would be meaningless. In fact, as we show in Section 3, the nor-
malization factor |V |(|V | − 1) allows vertices totally unrelated to Q
to be added to improve the eciency; clearly violating our driving
principle of parsimonious vertex addition. Based on the above ar-
guments, we introduce the measure of the ineciency of a graph
G = (V ,E), dened as follows:
I(G) =
∑
u,v ∈V
u,v
1 − 1
dG (u,v) .
Hence, we dene the selective connector problem as the
parameter-free problem which requires extracting the subgraph
G[S], with S ⊇ Q , that minimizes network ineciency. With this
denition, each pair of vertices in the subgraph G[S] produces a
cost between 0 and 1, which is minimum when the two vertices
are neighbors, grows with their distance, and is maximum when
the two vertices are not reachable from one another. Parsimony
in adding vertices is handled by the sum of costs over all pairs of
vertices in the connector; adding one vertex v to a partial solution
S incurs |S | more terms in the summation. e inclusion of v is
worth the additional cost only if these costs are small and if v helps
reduce the distances between vertices in S . Moreover, note that
by allowing disconnections in the solution, the second and third
design principles above (i.e., outliers and multiple communities)
naturally follow from the parsimonious vertex addition.
e Minimum Ineciency Subgraph problem is NP-hard, and we
prove that it remains hard even if we constrain the input graph G
to have a diameter of at most 3. erefore, we devise an algorithm
that is based on rst building a complete connector for the query
vertices and then relaxing the connectedness requirement by greed-
ily removing non-query vertices. Our experiments show that in
99% of problem seings, our greedy relaxing algorithm produces
solutions no worse than those produced by an exhaustive search,
while at the same time being orders of magnitude more ecient.
e main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We dene the novel measure of Network Ineciency and dene
the problem of nding the Minimum Ineciency Subgraph
(mis), which we prove to be NP-hard. We characterize our
measure w.r.t. other existing measures.
• We devise a greedy relaxing algorithm to approximate the mis.
Our experiments show that in almost all sets of experiments,
our greedy relaxing algorithm produces solutions no worse
than those produced by an exhaustive search, while at the
same time being orders of magnitude faster.
• We empirically conrm that the mis is a selective connector:
i.e., tolerant to outliers and able to detect multiple communities.
Besides, the selective connectors produced by our method are
smaller, denser, and include vertices that have higher centrality
than the ones produced by the state-of-the-art methods.
• We show interesting case studies in a variety of application
domains (such as human brain, cancer, food networks, and
social networks), conrming the quality of our proposal.
e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
briey review related prior work and we provide an empirical com-
parison aimed at highlighting the dierent characteristics of the
connectors produced by our method and state-of-the-art methods.
In Section 3, we formally dene our problem and prove its hard-
ness in Section 4, along with our algorithmic proposals. Section 5
presents our experimental evaluation and Section 6 some selected
case studies. Section 7 concludes this work.
2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we briey cover the state of art with respect to
algorithmic methods for constructing connectors that connect a set
of query vertices without leaving any behind, as well as methods
that are more selective in this process and relax the required con-
nectedness. We also provide a rst empirical comparison between
these methods and our proposal on two small networks.
2.1 Connectors and selectors
Many authors have adopted random-walk-based approaches to the
problem of nding vertices related to a given seed of vertices; this
is the basic idea of Personalized PageRank [13, 14]. Spielman and
Teng propose methods that start with a seed and sort all other
vertices by their degree-normalized PageRank with respect to the
seed [29]. Andersen and Lang [4] and Andersen et al. [3] build on
these methods to formulate an algorithm for detecting overlapping
communities in networks. Kloumann and Kleinberg [16] provide a
systematic evaluation of dierent methods for seed set expansion on
graphs with known community structure, assuming that the seed
set Q is made of vertices belonging to the same community.
Faloutsos et al. [10] address the problem of nding a subgraph
that connects two query vertices (|Q | = 2) and contains at most
b other vertices, optimizing a measure of proximity based on
electrical-current ows. Tong and Faloutsos [32] extend [10] by in-
troducing the concept of Center-piece Subgraph dealing with query
sets of any size, but again having a budget b of additional vertices.
Koren et al. [17] redene proximity using the notion of cycle-free
eective conductance and propose a branch and bound algorithm.
All the approaches described above require several parameters:
common to all is the size of the required solution, plus all the usual
cps ctp mwc ldm mdl mis
Figure 1: Comparison on the Dolphins social network: query vertices are in blue, added vertices are in green.
parameters of PageRank methods, e.g., the jumpback probability,
or the number of iterations.
Sozio and Gionis [28] dene the (parameter-free) optimization
problem of nding a connected subgraph containing Q and maxi-
mizing the minimum degree. ey propose an ecient algorithm;
however, their algorithm tends to return extremely large solutions
(it should be noted that for the same queryQ many dierent optimal
solutions of dierent sizes exist). To circumnavigate this drawback
they also study a constrained version of their problem, with an
upper bound on the size of the output community. In this case, the
problem becomes NP-hard, and they propose a heuristic where the
quality of the solution produced can be arbitrarily far away from
the optimal value of a solution to the unconstrained problem.
Ruchansky et al. [26] introduce the parameter-free problem of ex-
tracting the Minimum Wiener Connector, that is the connected sub-
graph containing Q which minimizes the pairwise sum of shortest-
path distances among its vertices. e Minimum Wiener Connector
adheres to the parsimonious vertex addition principle, it is typically
small, dense, and contains vertices with high betweenness central-
ity. However, being a connected subgraph is neither tolerant to
outliers nor able to expose multiple communities.
Two recent approaches allow disconnected solutions, although
very dierent in spirit from our approach. Akoglu et al. [2] study
the problem of nding pathways, i.e., connection subgraphs for a
large query set Q , in terms of the Minimum Description Length
(MDL) principle. According to MDL, a pathway is simple when only
a few bits are needed to relay which edges should be followed to visit
all vertices in Q . eir proposal can detect multiple communities
and outliers, but it does not follow the parsimony principle as it
might add vertices that do not bring any advantage in terms of
cohesiveness. A major dierence, however, is that their pathways
are sets of edges identifying trees. is way their solution drops
the induced-subgraph assumption, and, as such, lacks generality.
Given a graph G and a query set Q , Gionis et al. [11] study
the problem of nding a connected subgraph of G that has more
vertices that belong to Q than vertices that do not. For a candidate
solution S that has p vertices fromQ and r not inQ , they dene the
discrepancy of S as a linear combination of p and r , and study the
problem of maximizing discrepancy . ey show that the problem is
NP-hard and develop ecient heuristic algorithms. e maximum
discrepancy subgraph is tolerant to outliers (as it is allowed to
disregard part of Q), but it cannot detect multiple communities (as
the solution is one, and only one, connected component).
2.2 Empirical comparison with prior art
In the rest of this section, we present two concrete examples on
small graphs to highlight the dierences in the types of connec-
tors produced by our proposal and these methods in the literature.
Deeper empirical analysis, more comparisons and case studies will
be discussed later in Section 5.
e algorithms we consider in the comparison are as follows:1
• e random-walk based algorithm for centerpiece subgraph (de-
noted cps) with restart probability set to 0.9 as recommended
in the original paper [32].
• e iterative peeling algorithm for the so-called “cocktail party”
(denoted ctp), in its parameter-free version [28].
• e parameter-free algorithm for the Minimum Wiener Con-
nector (Algorithm 1 in [26], denoted mwc).
• For the local discrepancy maximization (denoted ldm) [11]
there are two algorithmic steps: (i) expand the query set and
(ii) search within the expanded graph. For (i) we use the
AdaptiveExpansion algorithm, and for (ii) we use Smart-ST
because they have the best eciency-accuracy tradeo [11].
All the parameters are set with their default value.
• For the MDL-based approach of [2] (denoted mdl), we use
the Minimum-Arborescence algorithm because it has the best
eciency-accuracy tradeo.
• Finally, the greedy algorithm for minimum ineciency sub-
graph (denoted mis) that we introduce later in Section 4.
Dolphins social network. Figure 1 reports an example on the
famous Dolphins toy-graph2: the query vertices are in blue, the ver-
tices added to produce the solution are in green. e query vertices
are selected in such a way that there are two clear communities
among the vertices in Q and one outlier vertex.
As it is oen the case, cps and ctp return a very large solution,
while mwc produces a much slimmer connector. As connectedness
is still a requirement for mwc, it is, of course, not able to detect the
two communities nor the outlier. e next three methods (right-
half of Figure 1) allow disconnected solutions. As discussed above,
ldm only returns one connected component: thus it can deal with
outliers (as it does in the example in Figure 1) but it cannot return
1We do not compare directly with prize-collecting Steiner tree because (1) the
need of seing vertex weights makes direct and fair comparison dicult, and (2) the
algorithm for prize-collecting Steiner tree is at the basis of the heuristic of ldm, which
is covered in our comparison.
2hps://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data.php?id=6
cps ctp mwc ldm mdl mis
Figure 2: Comparison on a cortical connectivity network. ery vertices are colored w.r.t. their known functionalities: mem-
ory and motor function (blue vertices), emotions (yellow vertices), visual processing (red vertices). e green vertices are the
ones added to produce the solution. e images were produced using BrainNet Viewer soware [34].
multiple communities. Regardless of the fact that it aims at produc-
ing slim connectors (pathways), mdl adds more green vertices than
are strictly needed to connectQ . Although in principle it is tolerant
to outliers, in this example it does not detect the outlier and pays
the price of a bridging green vertex to connect it. Instead, our mis
only adds one green vertex for each of the two communities and
does not connect the outlier.
Human connectome. Recently there has been a surge of interest
in modeling the brain as a graph, with complex topological and
functional properties as graph problems [30]. For our case study, we
use a publicly available co-activation dataset3 that was originally
described by Crossley et al in [8]. e graph contains 638 vertices
each of which corresponds to a (similarly sized) cortical area of
the human brain. e 18625 links represent functional associations
among the cortical areas. In addition, each vertex is associated
with location coordinates. In this context, an interesting question
is: given a set of cortical areas in the brain, what are the functional
relationships among them?
As query vertices, we select cortical areas with dierent known
functions. In particular, in Figure 2, Q is the union of the blue, red,
and yellow vertices, while the green vertices are the added ones.
We used the Talairach Client4 to map each vertex to a Brodmann
area using its coordinates. Brodmann areas are 52 areas of the brain
that have been associated with various brain functions through
fMRI analysis.5 By analyzing the functional associations of the
Brodmann area of each vertex, we nd that the blue vertices are all
involved in memory and motor function (some more in memory and
some more in motion), the yellow vertices correspond to Brodmann
areas related to emotion, and the red vertices to visual processing.
e mis uncovers these functional similarities in a way that is
easy to visualize and interpret: it only adds one vertex that acts
as a hub for the blue vertices, without connecting them to the
yellow or red vertices. e added vertex corresponds to Brodmann
area 6 which contains the premotor cortex and is associated with
both complex motor and memory functions. In contrast, cps, ctp,
and mwc add many more vertices in order to connect the whole
query set. Although ldm could leave out query vertices from the
solution, in this specic case it returns a completely connected
3hps://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/datasets
4hp://www.talairach.org/
5hp://www.fmriconsulting.com/brodmann/index.html
structure. mdl correctly detects the yellow and red substructures,
but it misses the blue structure, considering the blue vertices as
outliers that are too far away to be worth connecting. is behavior
can be explained by the fact that mdl explicitly penalizes vertices
of high degree and that the brain network we analyse is very dense.
In fact, for the majority of query sets we experimented with, mdl
returned only the edges induced by the query vertices themselves.
3 MINIMUM INEFFICIENCY SUBGRAPH
We start by introducing and characterizing Network Ineciency for
a general directed, possibly weighted, graph G = (V ,E). We denote
dG (v,u) the shortest-path distance between v and u in G.
Definition 1 (Network Inefficiency). Given a graph G =
(V ,E) we dene its ineciency as
I(G) =
∑
u,v ∈V
u,v
1 − 1
dG (v,u) .
By taking the reciprocal of the shortest-path distance, we can
smoothly handle disconnected vertices, i.e., dG (v,u) = ∞. e
same intuition is at the basis of network eciency [20] (which we
already discussed in Section 1), as well as harmonic centrality.
Definition 2 (Harmonic Centrality). e harmonic centrality
of a vertex u in a graph G = (V ,E) is dened as
c(u) =
∑
v ∈V
1
dG (v,u) .
Next, we show the connection between harmonic centrality, net-
work eciency, and network ineciency. LetC(G) denote the sum
of harmonic centrality for all the vertices, i.e., C(G) = ∑u ∈V c(u)
and let |V | = n. We note that C(G) ranges in [0,n(n − 1)], being 0
i |E | = 0 and n(n − 1) i |E | = n(n − 1) (G is a clique). en:
E(G) = C(G)/(n(n − 1))
I(G) = n(n − 1) −C(G)
erefore, eciency normalizes C(G) by n(n − 1) (the maximum
possible number of edges in a network of n vertices), thus ranging
in [0, 1], while ineciency takes the dierence between n(n − 1)
and C(G), thus ranging in [0,n(n − 1)]. Of course, the higher the
total harmonic centralityC(G), the more cohesive the graph, giving
a higher eciency and a lower ineciency.
So far, it is not apparent why we need to introduce network inef-
ciency, instead of simply relying on the well-established concept
of network eciency. In Section 1, we already provided a hint: the
next examples explain why network eciency, by not adhering to
the parsimonious vertex addition, is not suited for our purpose of
extracting selective connectors.
Example 1. Consider a query set Q = {v1,v2,v3} such that the
three query vertices are disconnected. In this case, C(G[Q]) = 0, and
thus E(G[Q]) = 0 and I(G[Q]) = 6. Consider now S = Q ∪ {v4},
where a new vertexv4, not connected toQ , is added. Again,C(G[S]) =
E(G[S]) = 0, but I(G[S]) = 12: according to network eciency Q
and S are equivalent. Instead, by adding a totally unrelated vertex to
Q , network ineciency gets worse (larger), as desirable.
Consider instead of adding v4, adding to Q a big clique T with
|T | = 100, which is disconnected from Q and let S = Q ∪T . In this
case, C(G[S]) = 9900 and E(G[S]) = 0.942. By adding a totally
disconnected clique, the network eciency has gone from minimal
to almost maximal.6 Instead, network ineciency gets much worse
when adding T : in fact, it goes from I(G[Q]) = 6 to I(G[S]) = 606.
erefore, towards our aim of extracting selective connectors, in
this paper we study the problem of Minimum Ineciency Subgraph
which we formally introduce next.
Problem statement. When introducing network ineciency
above, for the sake of generality, we considered a directed graph.
From now on, when studying the Minimum Ineciency Subgraph
problem, we consider a simple, undirected, unweighted graph
G = (V ,E). Given a set of vertices S ⊆ V , let G[S] be the sub-
graph of G induced by S : G[S] = (S,E[S]), where E[S] = {(u,v) ∈
E | u ∈ S,v ∈ S}.
Problem 1 (Min-Inefficiency-Subgraph). Given an undirected
graph G = (V ,E) and a query set Q ⊆ V , nd
H∗ = arg min
G[S ]:Q ⊆S ⊆V
I (G[S]).
4 ALGORITHMS
In this section, we rst establish the complexity of Min-
Inefficiency-Subgraph and then present our algorithms.
4.1 Hardness
Theorem 4.1. Min-Inefficiency-Subgraph is NP-hard, and it
remains hard even on undirected graphs with diameter 3.
Proof. We show a polynomial-time reduction from 3-SAT. Let
ϕ =
∧m
i=1(l1i ∨ l2i ∨ l3i ) be an instance of 3-SAT with m clauses,
where l ji stands for the jth literal in clause i , and all literals in a
clause refer to dierent variables.
Let
M , 6m2 + 1,
B1 , M2m
(
m − 12
)
, B2 , Mm
m − 1
2 .
Given ϕ, we construct a graphG = (V ,E) and a query set Q ⊆ V
as follows. First we introduce the following vertices in G for each
clause Ci = l1i ∨ l2i ∨ l3i of ϕ:
6is problem is also known in the literature as free rider eect [33].
• two disjoint sets of vertices of size M , namely Ai =
{a1i , . . . ,aMi } and Bi = {b1i , . . . ,bMi }.
• a set Si = {s1i , . . . , s7i } of 7 new vertices, representing all
the assignments of the three literals of Ci satisfying Ci .
e vertex set of G is V =
⋃m
i=1 Ai ∪
⋃m
i=1 Bi ∪
⋃m
i=1 Si . e
edges of G are the following:
• (ati ,arj ) and (bti ,brj ) if either i , j or r , t holds, for each
i, j ∈ [m] and r , t ∈ [M];
• (ati , s
j
i ) and (s
j
i ,b
t
i ) for each i ∈ [m], t ∈ [M], j ∈ [7];
• (s ji , s
j′
i′ ) if s
j
i and s
j′
i′ refer to compatible assignments, for
each i ∈ [m], t ∈ [M], j ∈ [7]. Two assignments are com-
patible if every variable in common variable receives the
same truth value in both.
e query set is Q =
⋃m
i=1 Ai ∪
⋃m
i=1 Bi .
Clearly G and Q can be constructed in time poly(m) = poly(|ϕ |).
Note also that the diameter of G is 3 by construction. It remains to
be shown that the reduction is correct:
ϕ is satisable⇔ G has a Minimum Ineciency Subgraph of Q
with cost ≤ B1 + B2.
If ϕ is satisable, then our intended solution will contain a path
of length two between each element of Ai and each element of Bi ,
through some element of Si (representing a partial assignment).
Moreover, these partial assignments will be shown to be extensible
to a full satisfying assignment for ϕ. Details follow.
First observe that for anyT ⊇ Q , the following inequalities hold:
• dT (ati ,arj ) = 1 and dT (bti ,brj ) = 1 for each i, j ∈ [m] and
r , t ∈ [M] where either i , j or r , t ;
• dT (ati ,bri ) ≥ dG (ati ,bri ) = 2 for each i ∈ [m] and r , t ∈ [M];
equality holds if and only if T ∩ Si , ∅.
• dT (ati ,brj ) ≥ dG (ati ,brj ) = 3 for each i , j ∈ [m] and
r , t ∈ [M]; equality holds if and only if T ∩ (Si ∪ Sj ) , ∅.
• dT (ati , si ) = 1 and dT (si ,bi ) = 1 for each i ∈ [m] and
si ∈ Si ∩T ;
• dT (atj , si ) ≥ dG (atj , si ) = 2 and dT (si ,bi ) ≥ dG (si ,btj ) = 2
for each i ∈ [m] and si ∈ Si ∩T ; equality holds if and only
if T ∩ (Si ∪ Sj ) , ∅.
• dT (si , sj ) ≥ 1; equality holds if and only if si and sj are
compatible assignments.
Assume that ϕ is satisable and pick a satisfying assignment f
for ϕ. For each i ∈ [m], select the element si ∈ Si that represents
the truth-value assignment of f on the variables of clauseCi (which
by assumption satises Ci ). Let T = Q ∪ {ti | i ∈ [m]}. Observe
that for all si , sj ∈ T \Q , assignments si and sj are compatible. en
I(G[T ]) = 12M
2n +
2
3M
2
(
m
2
)
+ 2 · 12M
(
m
2
)
= B1 + B2.
Conversely, consider any solution T . If T ∩ Si = ∅ for some i ,
then dT (ati ,bri ) ≥ 3 for at least M2 pairs, so we must have
I(G[T ]) ≥ B1 +
(
1
2 −
1
3
)
M2 > B1 + B2.
Otherwise I(G[T ]) ≥ B1 + B2, with equality if and only if for all
si , sj ∈ T \Q , the assignments si and sj are compatible.
erefore, we conclude that ifI(G[T ]) ≤ B1+B2, thenT contains
partial assignments for every clause and moreover, these partial
assignments are pairwise compatible and hence can be extended to
a full satisfying assignment for ϕ, implying that ϕ is satisable. 
4.2 Greedy relaxing algorithm
Given that nding the Minimum Ineciency Subgraph exactly is
hard, we now search for an algorithm that approximates it accu-
rately and eciently. One approach would be to start from the
whole graph and search for the subgraph that minimizes I(). Not
only is this approach costly, but it is also highly unnecessary.
Recall from Section 3 that the Network Ineciency of a subgraph
S can be wrien as a dierence of two termsI(S) = |S |(|S |−1)−C(S).
Hence, when considering a candidate subgraph S as a mis, we can
think of the cost as a balance of the two terms |S |(|S | − 1) andC(S).
If the query vertices are far apart, then connecting them will require
many vertices which will make the le-hand term grow faster than
the right-hand term, and, as a result, I(Q) will be smaller. is
shows that the cost of not connecting the query vertices at all, i.e.,
I(Q), acts as an upper bound tolerance on the candidate mis, and
implies that our search for mis need not explore the whole graph,
and can remain fairly local.
Motivated by this observation, we follow an approach based on
rst nding a connector, i.e. a subgraph H of G that connects all of
Q , and then relaxing the connectedness requirement by iteratively
removing non-query vertices that incur a large ineciency cost. In
the choice of initial connector there are two properties we desire:
(1) it should contain a superset of vertices that are parsimonious in
the sense that they are cohesive with Q , and (2) it should be small
to prompt an ecient algorithm. Given the resemblance of the
objective function based on shortest-path distances, and the fact of
being parameter free, the Minimum Wiener Connector [26] (mwc)
is the most natural choice.
We recall that the mwc is the subgraph H of G that connects
all of Q and minimizes the sum of pairwise shortest-path distances
among its vertices: i.e.,
H = arg min
G[S ]:Q ⊆S ⊆V
∑
{u,v }∈S
dG[S ](u,v)
Algorithm 1 provides the detailed pseudocode of the proposed
greedy relaxing algorithm for minimum ineciency subgraph, that
we denote GRA mis. Our proposed algorithm takes as input a
graph G and a set of query vertices Q , and starts by constructing
the mwc, as the candidate connector G[S] (line 1). Next, the al-
gorithm iteratively removes from S the non-query vertex whose
removal results in the smallest value of network ineciency (lines
3–11), until all non-query vertices have been removed. Among
all the intermediate subgraphs created during the greedy relax-
ation process, the subgraph with the minimum value of network
ineciency is returned (line 11).
Parsimonious vertex addition is guaranteed by starting with
mwc(Q) and then “relaxing” it. At one extreme, if a cohesive sub-
graph exists that connects all the vertices in Q , then this would
be captured by G0 = mwc(Q). At the other extreme, if no good
Algorithm 1 – GRA mis: Greedy Relaxing Algorithm for mis
Input: Graph G = (V ,E), query vertices Q ⊆ V
Output Selective connector G[S] s.t. Q ⊆ S ⊆ V
1: G[S] ← mwc(Q) (Algorithm 1 in [26])
2: i ← 0
3: while |S | > |Q | do
4: Gi ← G[S]
5: i ← i + 1
6: for u ∈ {S \Q} do
7: cu ← I(G[S \ {u}])
8: end for
9: v ← arg minu cu
10: S ← S \ {v}
11: end while
12: Return arg minj ∈[0,i] I(G j )
connection exists, the minimum ineciency is obtained by Q itself
without adding any vertex (captured by G j with j = |S \ Q |). As
far as the other two design requirements of outlier tolerance and
identication of multiple communities, they are both satised by
the fact that the solution subgraph is not necessarily connected:
singleton solution vertices may be interpreted as outliers, while
every (non-singleton) connected component can be viewed as cor-
responding to a dierent community. Moreover, our algorithm
complies with the induced-subgraph assumption, thus being able
to output general subgraphs.
Computational complexity. Typically, the most time-consuming
step of Algorithm 1, is the extraction of the mwc (line 1), which
may be computed in time O˜(|Q | · |E(G)|) [26]. In fact, the subgraphs
returned are typically not much larger than the query set itself,
and the remainder of the algorithm only operates on the subgraph
induced by the solution. Let S denote the set of vertices correspond-
ing to mwc. We analyze the cost of steps 2–12 in terms of n˜ = |S |
and m˜ = |E[S]| (the number of vertices and edges of the subgraph
induced by S , respectively). Keep in mind that, unless |Q | contains
a sizable fraction of the graph, n˜ and m˜ are usually much smaller
than |V | and |E |.
Each iteration of the while loop performs |S \Q | ≤ n˜ iterations
of an all-pairs shortest path computation on (a subgraph of) G[S].
All pairs-shortest paths in the unweighted, undirected graph Gi
may be computed in time O(n˜ · (n˜ + m˜)). Hence, the while loop
takes time O(n˜2 · (n˜+m˜)), and since there are |S \Q | ≤ n˜ iterations,
the overall complexity of Algorithm 1, excluding the time spent on
line 1, is O(n˜3(m˜ + n˜)).
4.3 Baselines
In our empirical comparison (Section 5), besides comparing with
the state-of-the-art methods already listed in Section 2.2, we justify
the appropriateness of our choices. In particular, we need to show
that (i)mwc is a good choice as starting connector, and (ii) greedily
relaxing the connector, while giving us an ecient search, does not
lose much in quality with respect to an exhaustive search.
For the rst point, we will compare against two variants of the
greedy relaxing algorithm, which start with dierent connectors:
the centerpiece subgraph [32] (we denote this variant GRA cps),
and the cocktail party subgraph [28] (denoted GRA ctp).
For the second point, we consider an algorithm that starts with
themwc, but instead of relaxing the connector greedily, it performs
an exhaustive search by considering the removal of all possible
subsets of non-query vertices S \Q . We denote this algorithm exh.
Since exh explores a number of subgraphs which is exponential
in |S \ Q |, it is clearly computationally expensive, and becomes
unfeasible for large S . For this reason, exh cannot be started with
cps or ctp as the initial connector to be relaxed, as both cps and
ctp typically return a much larger starting subgraph.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we report our empirical analysis which is structured
as follows. In Section 5.1, we study the quality and eciency of
connectors that our greedy relaxing algorithm GRA mis creates,
by comparing with its exhaustive counterpart exh, and with the
greedy variants that start from dierent connectors (GRA cps and
GRA ctp). en, we analyze the structural features of our proposed
selective connector mis, and we compare it with other methods in
the literature which provide dierent selective connectors, namely
ldm [11] and mdl [2] (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). Finally, in Section 5.4,
we discuss the scalability of our method.
Datasets. We experiment with both synthetic and real-world
datasets, from a variety of domains. e synthetic datasets allow us
to control various properties of the graphs and, consequently, the
expected outcomes of the selective connector algorithms. Table 1
provides a summary of real-world datasets used. All our datasets,
with the exception of football7, come with auxiliary ground-truth
communities information.8,9,10
ery selection. We dene dierent query sets by exploiting
the pre-existing community structure. In particular, we use three
parameters: the number of query vertices, the number of commu-
nities they span, and the minimum number of query vertices that
should come from the same community. In more details, given a
graph G = (V ,E) and a community membership vector C , where
C(u) = ci indicates that vertex u participates in community i , we
generate a query setQ with three parameters: n,m, and k by taking
the following steps: (1) select a random community ci ; (2) select
n vertices that belong to ci ; (3) select m vertices across k other
communities c j , ci . By this construction, we can cover a range
of query types. For example, seing m = k gives the seing of n
vertices from one community andm outliers.
5.1 Comparison with baselines
We rst report the comparison of GRA mis against the three
baselines that we introduced in Section 4.3: exh, GRA cps, and
GRA ctp. Due to the computational complexity of the three base-
lines, here we consider only small synthetic graphs using the Com-
munity Benchmark generator11 as it allows us to easily explore a
large variety of graphs. Specically, we generate a graph of 200
vertices with a maximum degree of 100, and vary the following pa-
rameters in the respective ranges: clustering [0.1, 0.5, 0.8], mixing
7hp://www-personal.umich.edu/∼mejn/netdata/
8hp://nodexlgraphgallery.org/pages/Graph.aspx?graphID=26533
9hp://socialcomputing.asu.edu/datasets/Flickr
10hps://snap.stanford.edu/data/#communities
11hps://sites.google.com/site/santofortunato/inthepress2
Table 1: Summary of graphs used. δ : density, ad: average
degree, cc: clustering coecient, ed: eective diameter.
Dataset |V | |E | δ ad cc ed
football7 115 613 9.4e-2 21.3 0.40 3.9
kdd14twier8 1,059 2,691 4.8e-3 5.1 0.46 8
flickr9 80,513 5,899,882 1.8e-3 146.5 0.17 4
amazon10 334,863 925,872 1.6e-5 5.5 0.39 15
dblp10 317,080 1,049,866 2.1e-5 6.62 0.63 8.2
youtube10 1,138,499 2,990,443 4.6e-6 5.27 0.08 6.5
livejournal10 3,997,962 34,681,189 4.3e-6 17.3 0.28 6.5
Table 2: ality comparison (w.r.t. I(·)) on synthetic data.
GRA cps GRA ctp exh
GRA mis = 0.70 0.68 0.99
GRA mis < 0.18 0.21 0.00
GRA mis > 0.12 0.11 0.01
[0.1, 0.5, 0.8], and average degree [5, 10, 30]; other parameters are
le as default. In addition, we vary the query parameters n ∈ [0, 10],
m ∈ [0, 10], and k ∈ [0,m+1] to regulate the query setQ , and repeat
each setup 10 times.
Table 2 reports the aggregate result of these experiments (portion
of setups that each condition on the le column applies). Although
GRA cps and GRA ctp start with a larger connector and thus a
larger number of vertices to pick from, we nd that for the majority
of the time (68-70%), initializing with the three dierent connectors
leads to a solution of equal cost. In particular, we observe that
on graphs with high clustering and low mixing (properties exhib-
ited by real-world networks with community structure) GRA mis
initialized with mwc consistently achieves lower cost solutions
(up to 90% of the runs) than the baselines. e larger size of the
connectors cps and ctp, not only lacks the quality advantages, but
also it leads to much larger running time, as reported in Figure 3.
Taken together, these observations illustrate that mwc provides a
compact connector that contains a superset of the vertices impor-
tant for the selective connector, as cps and ctp oen do, meanwhile
remaining small and cost ecient – making it a great starting point
for GRA mis. Finally, when comparing GRA mis and exh, we
see that GRA mis achieves the same cost as exh in almost every
instance. Since the exh algorithm is computationally demanding,
GRA mis oers an ecient and highly accurate alternative.
5.2 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
Next, we study the characteristics of mis as a selective connec-
tor, comparing with the state-of-the-art methods that produce a
selective connector, namely ldm and mdl. Limited by the runtime
of mdl, we study the performance on small synthetic (already de-
scribed in Section 5.1) and real networks (football and kdd14twier).
ery set selection is done with parameters n = 10, m = 10, and
k = 4, and averaged over 20 runs. e results, reported in Table 3,
are representative of the behavior observed in other query setups
(not reported due to space constraints).
In Table 3, we see that, not surprisingly, mis consistently
achieves lower network ineciency than the other algorithms.
All three methods follow the parsimonious vertex addition princi-
ple, returning very compact connectors, usually containing a small
n m k
Figure 3: Runtime (seconds) by varying the parameters n,m, and k , that control the selection of the query set Q .
Table 3: Characteristics of the subgraph H extracted: ineciency I(H ), number of vertices |V (H )|, density δ (H ), average be-
tweenness bc(V (H ) \Q) and harmonic centrality hc(V (H ) \Q) of the non-query vertices added to the solution. Datasets: small
synthetic (d1), football (d2), and kdd14twier (d3).
I(H ) |V (H )| δ (H ) bc(V (H ) \Q) hc(V (H ) \Q)
d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3
mis 136.19 107.99 174.08 21.50 20.68 20.68 0.19 0.24 0.23 0.31 0.4 0.36 13.43 10.93 9.06
ldm 158.54 120.16 215.99 23.25 21.84 25.4 0.17 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.22 10.69 9.49 7.45
mdl 178.63 142.93 289.07 21.08 20.8 26.2 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.19 0.21 0.04 2.07 6.67 3.56
number of additional vertices over the query set (recall that in these
experiments |Q | = 20. However, we can see that the solutions
returned by mdl have very low density; this is not surprising as
the goal of mdl [2] is to nd pathways, not dense substructures.
Similar arguments hold for the centrality measures of the additional
vertices. In all of these measures, ldm is closer to mis, although
mis consistently outperforms the other two methods in all the
measures.
5.3 Parsimony, communities, and outliers
Next, we move to a thorough evaluation of mis on larger datasets.
We generate query sets by varying n ∈ [0, 20], m ∈ [0, 20], and
k ∈ [1,m]. By varying these parameters, we can check whether the
extracted mis exhibits the expected behavior.
e lemost plot in Figure 4 shows the solution size (|S |, on the
Y-axis) as a function of the query size (|Q |, on the X-axis). By the
parsimonious vertex addition principle, we would like the two to
be close to one another: this is exactly the case in all datasets. For
large query sets, regardless of the community spread (m), the mis
remains fairly small. is property is crucial for applying mis in
real world scenarios where it is important to produce solutions that
are easy to visualize and interpret.
e central plot shows the number of connected components
(#CC , on the Y-axis) as a function of the number communities in Q
(k , on the X-axis) . If the mis is able to detect the communities, we
would expect these two quantities to be similar: again as most of the
lines lie close to the diagonal, we can conclude that the mis exhibits
the expected behavior w.r.t. detection of multiple communities.
Finally, the rightmost plot of Figure 4 shows the number of
singleton vertices (|Qd |, on the Y-axis) in the solution as a function
ofm, for the setups where k =m. Recall that when k =m, the query
set q contains n vertices from one community andm vertices, each
from a dierent community. e nearly linear trend observed in all
datasets shows that the mis successfully identies and disconnects
outlier vertices – satisfying the desired outlier detection property.
5.4 Scalability considerations
Our Python implementation of the GRA mis algorithm can easily
run on large graphs. For instance, on livejournal (|V | = 4M, |E | =
34M) with |Q | = 10, GRA mis takes less than 10 minutes on an
Intel-Xeon CPU E5-2680 2.70GHz equipped with 264Gb of RAM. Of
these 10 minutes, only 7 seconds are taken by the greedy relaxing
algorithm, while the rest of the time is spent on computing the
initial connector. In case scaling to even larger graphs is necessary,
the extraction of the mwc can be parallelized as described in [26].
Other techniques can be used to speed up GRA mis further:
• Constrain the re-computation of shortest paths to operate
only in the connected components that are aected by the
removal of each vertex (e.g., as applied in [21] for computing
betweenness centrality of vertices).
• Use techniques for dynamic shortest paths computation
(e.g., [15, 19, 21, 25]) that keep always up-to-date the true
distances between vertices, while the subgraph is changing.
• Use approximation or oracle-based techniques to estimate the
shortest distance between two vertices in the subgraph (e.g.
as in [7, 23, 24, 27]). If the vertices are close in the graph
(e.g., within the same community), such techniques will esti-
mate distances between vertices that are very close to the true
distances. If the vertices are far in the graph, the estimated
distances will be high; this output can be a quick hint for the
algorithm to avoid trying to connect them.
• Parallelize the computation (or approximation) of the shortest
paths using |S | parallel threads, one for each source in the
subgraph under investigation (e.g., as in [19]).
ese techniques are well studied in the literature and are beyond
the scope of the present study.
|Q | vs. |S | k vs. #CC m vs. |Qd |
Figure 4: Properties of the Minimum Ineciency Subgraph on the large datasets with a large variety of query setups.
6 CASE STUDIES
In this section, we explore several interesting datasets that act as
anecdotal evidence of the utility of mis in the real world, aside
from the application with the human connectome described in
Section 2.2. All the datasets and contextual information are publicly
available. For sake of comparison and completeness, we also report
the connectors produced by ldm and mdl for the same queries.
Cohesivemeal creation. Recently there has been increased aen-
tion on the science of food, including recipe recommendation [31]
and matching foods with complimentary chemical avor proles [1].
In fact, a website was developed for identifying ingredients with
proles similar to a given single ingredient.12 e graph is con-
structed by using the 1k ingredients as vertices, and adding edges
between ingredients that share chemical avor proles.13 We con-
sider the seing of preparing a meal in a foreign cuisine based
on a few candidate ingredients; clearly it is desirable not only to
match ingredients that form a delicious meal, but also to avoid
using ingredients that do not t well with all of the others.
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Figure 5: Food network example: query vertices in blue.
In Figure 5, we can see that themis is obtained by only adding the
very central vertex beef, and forming a cohesive meal: onion, beef,
scallop, beans, and mushroom. At the same time, ingredients such
as honey that do not t well with the component are disconnected.
In contrast, both ldm and mdl suggest unappetizing combinations
such as peanut buer and onion, or beans and mushrooms with
honey – missing the simple connector formed by incorporating
beef as an ingredient.
Functional protein disease association. We next consider mis
as an aid for biological discovery, as mentioned in Section 1. We
obtain a protein-protein-interaction (PPI) network of 22k human
12hps://www.foodpairing.com/en/home
13hp://www.nature.com/articles/srep00196
proteins with edges denoting interactions.14 We simulate the set-
ting in which a biologist may query a set of vertices and inquire
about their possible disease association as a guide for actual lab
experimentation.
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Figure 6: PPI network: query vertices in blue.
In the mis above, the additional vertex added is SMAD4 which
is known for its role in cancer. is structure uncovers that, in fact,
each query vertex in that connected component has also been linked
to cancer. Meanwhile the disconnected NOD2 is associated with
Chrons disease, and FAM110B has no strong association. On the
other hand, both mdl and ldm add more vertices than necessary,
with mdl hiding the association completely.
Political Stance discovery: As a third example, we consider the
seing of a social scientist analyzing human interaction with re-
spect to a particular topic. With a set of users in mind, the scien-
tist seeks insights on how the users interact with each other, and
whether strong relationships exist. e graph is a set of Twier
users that interacted with a particular topic, in our case, the 2016
US election.15
mis ldm mdl
Figure 7: Social network: query vertices in blue.
Above, we see the mis for a random query set. For each vertex,
we check the contextual information available with the graph as
14Data was collected from hp://string-db.org/
15hp://www.vertexxlgraphgallery.org/Pages/Graph.aspx?graphID=83188
well as the Twier proles. We nd that the connected compo-
nent incorporates vertices that express support for Senator Bernie
Sanders who is the central added vertex. e disconnected vertices
express other political views, for example, both @chaloncollins
and @chabellou express strong support for Donald Trump. In
comparison, both mdl and ldm incorporate weaker connections
between vertices that hide the natural division of vertices.
Topic exploration: In this example, we consider the educational
seing where one is curious about the relationship among a set
of topics. For example, which topics are similar? Or, which topics
branched o of others? Specically, we consider a graph of 2k
philosophers with edges are added according to the inuenced-by
section of wikipedia.16
mis ldm mdl
Figure 8: Philosophers network: query vertices in blue.
We selected a random sample of philosophers, and the resulting
mis is shown above. We see very clearly two connected compo-
nents, one corresponding to Western philosophers and the other
to Islamic philosophers – with just a glance we understand the
ideological relationships among query vertices. Further, each of the
added vertices is a key historical gure in the respective tradition,
summarizing the connections by well-known (central) philosophers.
From the comparison, we see that ldm and mdl are less succinct
and less informative about the strong and separate ideologies.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the general class of problems related to
nding a selective connector of a graph: given a graph and a set
of query vertices, nd a subgraph that contains all query vertices
and optimizes a certain measure of cohesiveness, while also not
necessarily requiring the output subgraph to be connected.
In this regard, we dene a new graph-theoretic measure, dubbed
network ineciency, that allows for simultaneously accounting for
both requirements of high-cohesiveness and non-mandatory con-
nectedness. e specic selective-connector problem instance we
tackle in this work is what we call the minimum ineciency sub-
graph problem, which requires nding a subgraph containing the
input query vertices and having minimum network ineciency.
We show that the problem isNP-hard, and devise a greedy heuristic
that provides eective solutions. We empirically assess the per-
formance of the proposed algorithms in a variety of synthetic and
real-world graphs, as well as by several case studies from dierent
domains, such as human brain, cancer, and food networks.
In the future, we plan to extend the portfolio of algorithms for
the minimum-ineciency-subgraph problem by focusing on ap-
proximation algorithms with provable quality guarantees and/or
16hp://www.coppelia.io/2012/06/graphing-the-history-of-philosophy/
heuristics based on paradigms other than greedy. We also plan to
study incremental versions of the problem, where solutions are not
recomputed from scratch if a change occurs in the query vertex set
and/or the input graph.
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